**Honor Award for Modern Interpretation of Traditional Architecture**
**Morin House**
**Beverley Spears Architects, architect**
The Morin House, designed by Beverley Spears Architects, is a fascinating paradox. It expresses both antiquity and modernism within the context of the traditional New Mexican village of Galisteo. The modest compound of four small structures, incorporating residence, studios, and storage, is entirely faithful to the New Mexican residential compound heritage with subtle references to external influences. The egg-like finish and purity of the living room evoke Barragán in the “floating” presence of the picture window, while the nearby fireplace seems European in its tapered chimney. The Morin House compound is a poetic ensemble of square, rectangle, and pyramid resting effortlessly on the landscape of Galisteo. The compound seems ageless and vernacular, yet its monumentality is the product of Spears’ deep appreciation of site, tradition, and landscape.

**Merit Award for Modern Interpretation of Traditional Architecture**
**Watts–Russell House**
**Beverley Spears Architects, architect**
A pair of barrel vaults of equal radius organizes the streamlined interiors of the Watts–Russell house. Sculptural and masculine in the primal geometry of form, the vaults are tempered by the warm tones of hemlock planking. The living room, in its generous proportions, radically updates the traditional sala of New Mexico. The precise finishing of the kitchen is complemented by the elegant materials palette of black granite countertops, stainless steel, natural gypsum walls and concrete floors. The barrel vaulted room blocks evoke the memory of Louis Kahn within the pristine New Mexican landscape.